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ANIFILM 2019 is drawing to its end, and its 
winners have been decided on in all the film 
and game competition categories 

Animorphs, the Anifilm awards presented to the best films competing in the 
various competition categories, were presented to the winners today at the 
closing ceremony. The award for the best feature film competing in the 
international competition was awarded to the experimental and very original 
Chilean film The Wolf House. The award for the best feature film for children 
went to the Japanese anime Mirai. The jury judging the category of short films 
picked the Canadian short Animal Behaviour, and the student film category 
found its winner in the British film Good Intentions. Special mention in this 
category was awarded to the Czech anidoc Apart. The award for the best non-
narrative film went to the British film Half Asleep, and best music video was 
awarded to the playful Elves of Karoo. The winners of Czech Horizon, our 
national competition, were picked by the many members of the Council of 
Animated Film. Best short film was awarded to Somewhere, and best student 
film went to Hide N Seek, made at FAMU. The TV and online films and series 
category found its winner in the Christmas special of Sing with Us, and the 
award for the best music video was given to Shabazz Palaces: Gorgeous 
Sleeper Cell. The best commissioned work made in the past year is the Save 
the Chicken TV spot by this year’s author of Anifilm’s visual identity Veronika 
Zacharová. And finally, the International Competition of Independent Computer 
Games was again divided into two categories. The award for the best game for 
children went to the American game Donut County, and the award for the best 
visual art was awarded to the French-German game Homo Machina. 

At the very beginning of this year’s Anifilm, the Lifetime Achievement Award 
was presented to Zdeňka Deitchová, who worked at the Bratři v triku studio for 
over 65 years, most of them as a production manager. Zdeňka Deitchová helped 
create over a thousand animated films and series. She worked, for example, 



with Jiří Trnka, Adolf Born, Jiří Brdečka, Zdeněk Miler, and Zdeněk Smetana. On 
18th May, Zdeňka Deitchová will celebrate her 91st birthday. 

 

 

A few interesting facts from this year’s ANIFILM 
We can already give you some figures: more than 9,000 visitors came to Třeboň this year 
and filled a total of 34,000 seats at the various film screenings, lectures, and accompanying 
events. This means that on average, each visitor participated in almost four festival events. 
The festival welcomed more than 1,500 film professionals: mostly directors, producers, 
distributors, animators, graphic artists, and game developers. A total of 128 films 
competed in the five international competitions: 10 feature films, 37 short films, 37 student 
films, 29 music videos, and 15 abstract and non-narrative films. The Czech Horizon national 
competition was also divided into five categories and attracted 70 films produced by Czech 
animators. And finally, fans of games full of animation had an opportunity to admire 13 
projects competing in the International Competition of Independent Computer Games. 

Besides all the international and national competitions, the festival also offered a rich 
accompanying film programme centred on the genre of anidoc, which is a unique film 
format that combines the film languages of animated and documentary films. Anifilm mapped 
the past and the present of the genre with a selection of the most significant animated 
documentaries as well as with a number of lectures and discussions with film experts. For 
example, director Anca Damian introduced her feature-length anidocs Crulic - The Path to 
Beyond and The Magic Mountain. Anifilm was also lucky to welcome the renowned 
Swedish anidoc expert Jonas Odell.  The festival programme was naturally not limited solely 
to animated documentaries. Several feature films were exclusively screened at this year’s 
Anifilm, including Robert Zemeckis’ newest feature Welcome to Marwen and the film Seder-
Masochism by American director Nina Paley. Ron Dyens, the founder of the famous 
Sacrebleu Productions studio, presented his festival hits, including the feature film Long 
Way North. Georges Schwizgebel, currently the best-known Swiss director of animated 
films, prepared a screening block of his films, with which he has won numerous awards at 
festivals in Cannes, Hiroshima, Ottawa, and at the Berlinale. The unconventional section 
entitled Hyperlapse & Co. introduced viewers to films made with so-called non-phased 
animation techniques, and the festival also included a retrospective of films on which Zdeňka 
Deitchová, this year’s winner of the Lifetime Achievement Award, worked during her many 
years at the Bratři v triku studio to appreciate her role in their creation and success. A new 
major exhibition focused on Czech animation and its artistic qualities entitled Czech 
Animation After ’89 opened as part of the festival’s accompanying programme, but unlike 
the festival, it will run until 1st September 2019. You can visit the exhibition in the Štěpánek 
Netolický House gallery. And Anifilm wouldn’t be complete without the popular Animo 
screenings for children, which included a celebration of SpongeBob SquarePants’ 20th 
birthday, and the ČEZ School of Animation creative workshops, which once again gave 
kids at the festival an opportunity to try their hand at animating. 

 

Results of the ANIFILM 2019 competitions 
 
International Competition of Animated Feature Films – best film awards are going to 
Japan and Chile 



The ten feature films competing in the international competition were judged by Anca 
Damian, Ron Dyens, and Anna Vášová. The award for the best feature film for children 
was awarded to the Japanese anime Mirai (Mirai no Mirai, directed by Mamoru Hosoda). 
The jury commented on their choice as follows: “Mirai for succeeding in exploring a common 
moment in the life of a family, a magical space where generations meet, while providing a 
vision of eternal continuity of existence with a delicate and painterly animation style.” Special 
mention in this sub-category went to the film Pachamama (directed by Juan Antín) “for telling 
a tale of connection with the spirit of Mother Nature in a poetic, touching, and accessible 
way, with original and polished art design and animation.” 

The award for the best feature film for grown-ups was awarded to the experimental and 
very original Chilean film The Wolf House. (La casa lobo, directed by Cristóbal León and 
Joaquín Cociña). The jury accompanied their choice with the following statement: “With a 
unique, daring and outstanding animation style, the film uncovers the dark side of our 
subconscious and forces the viewers to face their suppressed fears.” Special mention went 
to the daring film Ville Neuve (directed by Félix Dufour-Laperrière), to which the jury had this 
to say: “Working with black and white but also with a personal feeling of intimacy, the film 
succeeds in conveying the feeling of solitude experienced by an individual trying to identify 
with a group.” 

 

The short and student film categories were dominated by female directors  

The winners of the short and student film categories were picked by three European 
directors: Georges Schwizgebel, Jonas Odell, and Kateřina Karhánková. The jury decided to 
give the award for the best short film to Animal Behaviour (directed by Alison Snowden 
and David Fine), a witty Canadian film that has also been nominated for the Academy Award. 
The festival jury was no less impressed: “Near perfection! The script, the timing, and acting 
all come together to create this funny and at the same time emotional treasure of a film.” 
Special mention was awarded to the short film Egg (directed by Martina Scarpelli). The jury 
explained their choice as follows: “A deep and powerful film that conveys strong emotions 
with minimalist means and allows us to understand a difficult subject.” 
Both awards in the student film category were won by female directors – the best student film 
award went to the British film Good Intentions (directed by Anna Mantzaris) as the jury 
agreed that: “Strong acting, timing, and storytelling captivate the viewer from the first 
moment.” This is Anna Mantzaris’ second success at Anifilm. Last year, she won the best 
student film award for her film Enough. Special mention will be staying home in the Czech 
Republic with a student of the Film and TV School of the Academy of Performing Arts 
(FAMU) in Prague who received it for her film Apart (directed by Diana Cam Van Nguyen). 
The jury appreciated that the film treated a very heavy subject with a gentle touch. 
 

Abstract animation and animated music videos 

The animated works competing in the abstract and non-narrative film category and the music 
video category were judged by Tomek Ducki, Annegret Richter, and Max Hattler. The main 
award in the category of abstract and non-narrative films went to the British film Half Asleep 
(directed by Caibei Cai). Special mention was awarded to the Austrian film Don’t Know 
What (directed by Thomas Renoldner). The jury found the winner of the latter category in the 
German music video Seth Schwarz & Be Svendsen: Elves of Karoo (directed by Yves 
Paradis). Special mention went to the Argentinian music video Siamés: Mr. Fear (directed 
by Ezequiel Torres and Pablo Rafael Roldán). 



 

Czech films were judged by the many members of the Council of Animated Film 

After its premiere last year, Anifilm’s national competition of animated films, Czech Horizon, 
returned to give Czech filmmakers an opportunity to see how their films would fare against 
one another. The films were judged by the many members of the Council of Animated Film. 
The award for the best short film went to the Czech-Romanian co-production short 
Somewhere (directed by Paul Mureşan). The Council of Animated Film decided to give the 
award for the best student film to Hide N Seek by Barbora Halířová from FAMU. The TV and 
online films and series category found its winner in the Christmas special of Sing with Us 
(directed by David Súkup), and the award for the best music video was given to Shabazz 
Palaces: Gorgeous Sleeper Cell by Mikuláš Suchý and Vojtěch Kočí. The best 
commissioned work made in the past year is the Save the Chicken TV spot animated this 
year’s author of Anifilm’s visual identity Veronika Zacharová and directed by Filip Veselý. 

 

International Competition of Independent Computer Games  

And finally, the International Competition of Independent Computer Games was judged by 
Tereza Krobová, Jaromír Plachý, and Adriaan de Jongh. The jury gave the award for the 
best game for children to Donut County by American game designer Ben Esposito and the 
award for the best visual art was awarded to the French-German game Homo Machina by 
Marc Lustigman and Noam Roubah. 

 
Stills from the awarded films and games will be available for download until 18th May 
at https://we.tl/t-3qqAsBQYvV 

… or you can e-mail us and we’ll be happy to send them to you! 

 

For more information about Anifilm, visit www.anifilm.cz. 
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films.  



FILMS AWARDED AT ANIFILM 2019 
 

International Competition of Animated Feature Films Grown-ups  
 
Jury: Anca Damian, Ron Dyens, Anna Vášová 
 
Best film  

The Wolf House  
(La casa lobo)  
Directed by: Cristóbal León, Joaquín Cociña 
Chile, 2018, 75 min 
Techniques: stop-motion, puppet animation, mix 
of techniques 
Produced by: Diluvio, Globo Rojo 
 
Jury statement:  
With a unique, daring and outstanding animation style, the film uncovers the dark side of our 
subconscious and forces the viewers to face their suppressed fears. 
 
Synopsis: 
Southern Chile. A young girl called Maria is on the run. She has managed to escape from a 
colony run by a German religious sect and found shelter in a strange house inhabited by two 
pigs. This new friendship eventually changes all three of them. That’s how the Chilean 
directorial duo plays out their claustrophobic horror inspired by the tale of the Three Little 
Pigs. The film addresses a dark and suppressed chapter of the not-too-distant Chilean past. 
The directors use animation methods that are scarcely used in feature films such as the 
animation of large-scale paintings and human-sized puppets. The tension and insecurity are 
multiplied by frequent transformations and decompositions of everything that appears in the 
film. Moreover, the authors composed the film as if it was one long take. This unique 
experimental feature film invokes the spirit of the real and sinister Colonia Dignidad (Dignity 
Colony) that was run for decades by a former Nazi, Paul Schäfer, who was protected by 
Pinochet’s regime. Thanks to archive recordings, the former Chilean dictator acts as the 
narrator of the film. 
 
 
Special mention of the jury 

Ville Neuve  
(Ville Neuve)  
Directed by: Félix Dufour-Laperrière 
Canada, 2018, 76 min 
Techniques: stop-motion, puppet animation, mix 
of techniques 
Produced by: Diluvio, Globo Rojo 
 
Jury statement:  



Working with black and white but also with a personal feeling of intimacy, the film succeeds 
in conveying the feeling of solitude experienced by an individual trying to identify with a 
group. 

Synopsis: 
Although this melancholic film is set in 1995 during the Quebec independence referendum, 
the political situation is not its main theme but rather a symbol of uncertainty and 
ambivalence characterising its protagonists. In this tense atmosphere, Joseph, an alcoholic, 
retreats to a remote countryside house at the edge of the Gaspé town Ville Neuve, where he 
spent the most beautiful days in his life with his former wife Emma. This time, he is trying to 
quit drinking there in the hope that Emma will come to visit him. The hesitant woman finally 
agrees, but their son Ulysses is reluctant to see his father and is more interested in the 
political-societal situation. Félix Laperrière-Dufour’s debut is based on a short story by 
Raymond Carver and sensitively captures the doubts of all its characters while the director’s 
minimalist artistic style plays the main role. The charm of classic Indian ink on paper 
enhances the intimate atmosphere of this story about re-establishing bonds between people 
and is one of the main virtues of this lyrical film. 
 
 
International Competition of Animated Feature Films for Children 
 
Jury: Anca Damian, Ron Dyens, Anna Vášová 
 
Best film  
 

Mirai  
(Mirai no Mirai)  
Directed by: Mamoru Hosoda 
Japan, 2018, 98 min 
Techniques: 2D computer animation, drawing on 
paper 
Produced by: Studio Chizu 
 
Jury statement: 
Mirai for succeeding in exploring a common moment in the life of a family, a magical space 
where generations meet, while providing a vision of eternal continuity of existence with a 
delicate and painterly animation style. 
 
Synopsis: 
The life of a four-year-old boy named Kun is turned upside down by a defenceless alien – his 
newborn sister Mirai. Up until this moment, the attention of Kun’s parents could only have 
been diverted by work, but now the world revolves around the little girl. No matter how hard 
Kun tries, he can’t seem to grow fond of his little sister. But what if he first learned to accept 
her older self from the future? Lonely and betrayed, Kun befriends the strange visitors to their 
house, who turn out to be his late grandfather, a human incarnation of his pet dog Yukko, 
and even Mirai herself, who is suddenly much older. But despite that, the family situation 
seems irresolvable until a fateful trip to Tokyo, where Kun ends up being all alone. Director 
Mamoru Hosoda has lots of experience with stories set in the world of children (in 2016, his 
film The Boy and the Beast competed at Anifilm). But the story of Kun and his little sister is 
suitable for all kinds of audiences. It sensitively explores the topic of family relations and 



uses brilliantly animated fantastic images to appeal to all generations. The film was 
nominated for an Academy Award. 

 
 
Special mention of the jury  

 
Pachamama  
(Pachamama)  
Directed by: Juan Antín 
France, Luxembourg, Canada, 2018, 72 min 
Techniques: 3D computer animation 
Produced by: Folivari, O2B Films, Doghouse Films, Blue Spirit Studio, Kaïbou Productions, 
Haut et Court 
 
Jury statement: 
Pachamama receives special mention of the jury for telling a tale of connection with the spirit 
of Mother Nature in a poetic, touching, and accessible way, with original and polished art 
design and animation.  

Synopsis: 
In this French-Luxembourg-Canadian co-production, Argentinian director Juan Antín takes us 
into the Peruvian Andes. We find ourselves in the 16th century in a remote village, the home 
of a ten-year-old rascal named Tepulpaï. The boy has a clear plan; he wants to become a 
shaman. But in order to do that, he has to persuade the great shaman of his village that he is 
mature enough and doesn’t lack in concentration. And soon enough, the village faces major 
trouble. The Great Inca (tax collector) confiscates the sacred Huaca statue to compensate 
for the harvest that the villagers sacrificed instead of handing it in. This is a great opportunity 
for the fearless Tepulpaï, who sets out to recover the indispensable statue. And whether he 
likes it or not, he’s not alone – he is joined by his friend Naïra and a typical Peruvian pet. 
Pachamama, originally a name of the Incan goddess of fertility, is a film abundant in pleasant 
South-American colourfulness that was made using a 3D animation technique deliberately 
“flattened” to 2D.  
 
 
International Competition of Animated Short Films 
 
Jury: Georges Schwizgebel, Jonas Odell, Kateřina Karhánková 
 
Best film  
 

Animal Behaviour  
(Animal Behaviour)  
Directed by: Alison Snowden, David Fine 
Canada, 2018, 14 min  
Techniques: 2D computer animation 
Produced by: NFB of Canada 



 
Jury statement: 
Near perfection! The script, the timing, and acting all come together to create this funny and 
at the same time emotional treasure of a film. 
 
Synopsis: 
Lorraine the leech, Cheryl the mantis, Todd the pig, Jeffrey the bird, and Linda the cat all 
attend group psychotherapy. Each of them struggles with their own self. But is there really 
something wrong with them? A newcomer, Victor the monkey, turns Doctor Clement’s 
sessions upside down. Should they return to the trees?! 
 
Special mention of the jury  
 

Egg 
(Egg)  
Directed by: Martina Scarpelli 
France, Denmark, 2018, 12 min 7 sec 
Techniques: 2D and 3D computer animation  
Produced by: Miyu Productions 
 
Jury statement: 
A deep and powerful film that conveys strong emotions with minimalist means and allows us 
to understand a difficult subject. 
 
Synopsis: 
This film is a black and white, slightly provocative and partially abstractly illustrated 
confession of a young anorectic girl. Its author convincingly explores the mind of her heroine 
confined in a small space. For the main protagonist, food is a choice, not a necessity. Home 
is a safe place where she can contend with her illness, and the experience of eating a boiled 
egg is comparable to sexual pleasure. 
 

International Competition of Student Animated Films 
 
Jury: Georges Schwizgebel, Jonas Odell, Kateřina Karhánková 
 
Best film  
 

Good Intentions  
(Good Intentions)  
Directed by: Anna Mantzaris 
United Kingdom, 2018, 8 min 35 sec 
Techniques: stop-motion 
School: Royal College of Art 
 
Jury statement: 
Strong acting, timing, and storytelling captivate the viewer from the first moment. 
 



Synopsis: 
Anna Mantzaris previously won the award for the best student film at Anifilm 2018 with her 
film Enough. Her latest film is also characterised by the use of felt puppets, peculiar humour, 
and the director's fondness for escalated situations. After the film's hero causes a serious 
accident, she tries to make up for her fatal mistake and subsequent imprudent decisions. 
 
 
Special mention of the jury  
 

Apart 
(Spolu sami)  
Directed by: Diana Cam Van Nguyen 
Czech Republic, 2018, 9 min 52 sec 
Techniques: pain-on-paper animation, paint-on-
glass animation, rotoscoping, live-action footage, 
mix of techniques  
School: FAMU Prague 
 
Jury statement: 
A very heavy subject treated with a gentle touch. 
 
Synopsis: 
This short film about life after the loss of a loved one deals with a difficult topic, using 
techniques of both live-action and animated film. Real experiences of the narrators are 
combined with animated sequences reconstructing painful situations, looking into the 
thoughts of three young people prematurely exposed to death. 

 

International Competition of Abstract and Non-Narrative Animation  
 

Jury: Tomek Ducki, Annegret Richter, Max Hattler 
 
 
Best film  
 

Half Asleep 
(Half Asleep)  
Directed by: Caibei Cai 
United Kingdom, 2018, 5 min 16 sec 
Techniques: drawing on paper 
Produced by: Royal College of Art 
 
Jury statement: 
An experimental yet surprisingly sensual film, which uses surreal visual elements, layered 
symbolism and a carefully choreographed motion in a poetic way to capture the feeling 
between pleasure and pain, dream and reality, and makes the viewers wonder about the 
body parts that are not present in the picture 
 



Synopsis: 
Half Asleep presents a silent relationship between two half bodies in a poetic way. It reduces 
the narrative but enhances mixed feelings of anxiety, pleasure, struggle, and endurance. 
Despite using minimalist methods such as flickering hints of the bodies, subtle symbolism, 
and an elaborate score, the author has created a mesmerizing film. 
 
 
Special mention of the jury  
 

Don’t Know What  
(Don’t Know What)  
Directed by: Thomas Renoldner 
Austria, 2018, 8 min 7 sec 
Techniques: pixilation, live-action footage 
Produced by: Thomas Renoldner 
 
Jury statement: 
The special mention in the abstract and non-narrative animation category goes to a film 
which dares to do the unthinkable and pulls it off to a surprisingly powerful effect. The film 
combines artistic sophistication and humour, refined form and slapstick comedy, 
entertainment and avant-garde 
 
Synopsis: 
Don’t Know What combines elements of mainstream cinema, like entertaining dramaturgy, 
slapstick-like surprise effects, etc., with strategies of avant-garde cinema, like the short-cut 
technique or formal and aesthetic reduction of imagery. The audience is left on their own to 
find their way between humour and seriousness in this strange “genre hybrid”. 

 
International Competition of Music Videos 
 
Jury: Tomek Ducki, Annegret Richter, Max Hattler 
 
Best music video 
 

Seth Schwarz & Be 
Svendsen: Elves of 
Karoo  
Directed by: Yves Paradis  
Germany, 2018, 6 min 32 sec 
Techniques: 2D computer animation 
Produced by: Seth Schwarz 
 
Jury statement: 
Like many viewers in the audience, we too were seduced by the simple, music-driven 
animation that leverages the song’s musical minimalism and turns it into a very entertaining 
audiovisual experience. In this way, the film also comments on the power of electronic dance 



music that can easily connect people from different worlds and different backgrounds. We felt 
as if we had all gone to a rave party with everyone dancing to the same beat. This was 
achieved with consistent character design and animation that is perfectly timed to fit the 
music 
 
 
Synopsis: 
The renowned Canadian-French director, auteur filmmaker, author of various commissioned 
works, and illustrator, comes with a new music video featuring a naïve but all the more 
effective artistic style. Sailing the sea to the beat of pleasant music, a small walnut shell boat 
brings its funky guests to a mystical party island. 
 
 
Special mention of the jury  
 

Siamés: Mr. Fear 
Directed by: Ezequiel Torres, Pablo Rafael 
Roldán 
Argentina, 2019, 4 min 33 sec  
Techniques: 2D computer animation 
Produced by: Rudo Company 
 
Jury statement: 
Special mention of the jury in the music video category goes to a solid, action-driven 
animation that manages to combine a strong and clear narrative with a cool visual style in 
symbiosis with the music.    
 
Synopsis: 
This action-driven music video for the song Mr. Fear with a visual style reminiscent of comic 
book aesthetics was made by the progressive Argentinian studio Rudo Company. We watch 
the stories of beings from different worlds as they are instinctively drawn to each other even 
though this attraction may cause destruction. The authors of this music video, which can be 
labelled as fantasy, divided the screen and so managed to fit in more action than the viewers 
expect. 

 

Czech Horizon – National Competition: Short Film 
 

Somewhere 
Directed by: Paul Muresan  
Romania, Czech Republic, 2018, 8 min 45 sec 
Produced by: Safe Frame, Maur film 
 
 
Synopsis: 
Death is only the beginning. But even with a reliable guide, the journey through Purgatory 
seems very difficult. Houses walking on spider legs, a dark forest, and insidious fledglings 
are only a fraction of what the dead hero of this dark film can expect as he tries to find 
himself and avoid getting stuck in Purgatory for eternity. 



 
 
Czech Horizon – National Competition: Student Film 
 

Hide N Seek 
Directed by: Barbora Halířová 
Czech Republic, 2019, 6 min 56 sec  
School: FAMU in Prague 
 
 
 
Synopsis: 
When a young boy hides in a wall clock during playtime, his life shrinks into a single game of 
hide and seek. He becomes an old man with lots of memories of his childhood that manifest 
themselves in surreal scenes and tell a story about something that concerns every single one 
of us. Hide N Seek is Barbora Halířová’s graduation film from the Film and TV School of the 
Academy of Performing Arts in Prague. 
 
 
Czech Horizon – National Competition: TV and Online Films/Series 
 

Sing with Us – 
Christmas Special 
Directed by: David Súkup  
Czech Republic, 2018, 5 min  
Produced by: Czech Television 
 
Synopsis: 
Renowned Czech director David Súkup has turned popular Czech songs into charming 
animated stories that have quickly caught on with children. A clever little fox presents every 
episode, this time a Christmas-themed special. 
 
 
Czech Horizon – National 
Competition:  Commissioned Work 
 

Save the Chicken 
Directed by: Filip Veselý  
Czech Republic, 2018, 1 min 39 sec 
Produced by: Krutart 
 
 
Synopsis: 
Today, millions of chickens live for one sole purpose – to lay eggs. They are each kept in a 
cage so small that it would fit on a sheet of paper. So OBRAZ, an animal protection NGO, 



decided to change that. They started raising awareness through mainstream media and used 
this animated spot to push their idea to the public. 
 
 
Czech Horizon – National Competition: Music Video 
 

Shabazz Palaces: 
Gorgeous Sleeper 
Cell 
Directed by: Mikuláš Suchý, Vojtěch Kočí 
Czech Republic, 2018, 2 min 24 sec  
Produced by: UMPRUM 
 
Synopsis: 
Gorgeous Sleeper Cell is a fan music video for the Seattle-based abstract rap duo Shabazz 
Palaces. It narrates an abstract story based on the duo’s poetic, almost symbolic lyrics. We 
watch some sort of a levitating genie who has somehow crossed into our reality from his 
animated world. 
 
 

International Competition of Independent Computer Games 
 
Jury: Tereza Krobová, Jaromír Plachý, Adriaan de Jongh 
 
 
Independent computer game with the best visual art 
 

Homo Machina 
Marc Lustigman, Noam Roubah 
France, Germany, 2018  
 
Jury statement: 
An innovative and original design that looks as if it has floated 
to our time on a cloud of steam straight from the Industrial 
Revolution, influenced by Fritz Kahn’s transcendence, and 
with elements of cheeky mechanical and electric dada. The 
award goes to the game for a cute materialization of natural 
processes in the human body and the return to the childlike 
belief that our passive bodies are controlled by thousands of tiny men. 
 
 
Synopsis: 
Homo Machina is a puzzle game inspired by the work of the avant-garde scientist Fritz Kahn. 
Set out on a crazy journey to solve the surreal puzzles of Homo Machina and learn about the 



inner workings of the human body, re-imagined as a gigantic 1920s factory. Each scene 
breaks down everyday actions, such as opening your eyes or listening to music. 
  
 
Best independent computer game for children  

 
Donut County 
Ben Esposito, USA, 2018  
 
 
Jury statement: 
A hole that sucks up all the people and objects in the world, which are then piled up 
underground, where everyone just continues living? Only a handful of games succeed in 
inspiring a childlike imagination like Donut County. A juicy game with great gameplay. It 
reacts wonderfully to the player’s actions and is steeped in aesthetics popular among kids of 
the digital age. Its playful gameplay and story make it a clear winner of the Anifilm award for 
the best game for children. 
 
Synopsis: 
Donut County is an adventure game that lets you control a hole in the ground. It grows bigger 
every time it swallows something until it devours almost an entire city and its inhabitants. The 
game stars a racoon who must fix what he has inadvertently caused while trying to kill some 
time at work by playing with a mobile app. 


